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Relative posture-based kinematic
calibration of a 6-RSS parallel robot
by optical coordinate measurement
machine
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Abstract
In this article, a relative posture-based algorithm is proposed to solve the kinematic calibration problem of a 6-RSS parallel
robot using the optical coordinate measurement machine system. In the research, the relative posture of robot is esti-
mated using the detected pose with respect to the sensor frame through several reflectors which are fixed on the robot
end-effector. Based on the relative posture, a calibration algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal error para-
meters of the robot kinematic model and external parameters introduced by the optical sensor. This method considers
both the position and orientation variations and does not need the accurate location information of the detection sensor.
The simulation results validate the superiority of the algorithm by comparing with the classic implicit calibration method.
And the experimental results demonstrate that the proposal relative posture-based algorithm using optical coordinate
measurement machine is an implementable and effective method for the parallel robot calibration.
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Introduction

Parallel robots are closed-loop chain mechanisms whose

end-effectors are actuated by a serial of independent

computer-controlled serial chains linked to the bases. Par-

allel robots present some outstanding advantages in high

force-to-weight ratio and better stiffness compared with

serial manipulators.1 Hence, parallel robots have been uti-

lized increasingly in various applications such as flight

simulators, manufacturing lines, and medical tools.2

Normally, the control performance of uncalibrated par-

allel robots is significantly affected by the manufacturing

and robot installation errors. Kinematic calibration is an

effective method to remove the negative influence of these

errors and to improve the accuracy of end-effector output in

a robot control system. The calibration algorithms based on

end-effector absolute posture are generally used to deter-

mine the optimal robot kinematic model.3 This kind of

algorithm needs accurate absolute location of the robot
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base frame in the sensor frame through a tedious pre-

calibration procedure due to the lack of a well-defined and

mechanically accessible base coordinate frame for the

robot.4 The location of the robot base frame with respect

to the sensor frame is not needed in the relative posture (or

posture variation) calibration. And based on the relative

measurement, the constraint equations for deriving the

entire considered kinematic parameters of the robot can

be constructed for the calibration. Therefore, in this

research, we focus on the kinematic model calibration

based on robot relative posture with respect to the optical

measurement system.

Although some researchers perform the calibration

without using a robot kinematic model,5 most kinematic

calibration methods are kinematic model based.6–8 To iden-

tify the error parameters in the robot kinematic model, the

model-based calibration is conducted in three steps: mod-

eling, measurement, and calibration.3

Based on the geometric analysis, a kinematic error

model can be constructed by considering joint residual

errors in kinematic parameters. Model-based kinematic

calibration tries to rebuild a more accurate mapping

between robot actuator outputs and the end-effector pos-

ture by determining those kinematic parameters. Precise

parallel robot error model is built by denavit-hartenberg

(D-H) method.9 However, most researchers10,11 choose a

reduced model in the calibration considering that the con-

tribution of joint manufacturing tolerances have a minor

effect on the platform pose error. In other words, the man-

ufacturing tolerances of the joints are neglectable. Never-

theless, the positional errors of the joint centers and the

deviation of the active joint angles are the main reasons

for the kinematic calibration.

The measurement sensors play an important role in the

parallel robot calibration. It tries to collect enough redun-

dant information for the calibration. The sensors usually

fall into two categories: contact measurement and contact-

less measurement. For the contact measurement type sen-

sors such as translation detector,12 coordinate measurement

machine (CMM),13 inclinometer,14 and double ball bar

device,15 they collect various posture information of the

robot end-effector directly for the kinematic calibration.

However, they have to meet the strict installation require-

ments. And the installation errors affect the contact mea-

surement results in different directions and with different

magnitudes when the measurand is moving. While for the

contactless sensors like camera,10 laser tracker,16 and opti-

cal CMM,17 it is more flexible to obtain the pose informa-

tion of the end-effector. The contactless measurement can

eliminate the sensor errors with the help of pre-calibration.

Alternatively, the sensor location uncertainties can also be

viewed as external parameters in terms of the kinematic

error model,10 which may increase the complexity of the

error model and the computation cost. Ideally, the detection

of relative posture (the variation of robot position and

orientation) is independent of the sensors’ location. In this

article, to realize a flexible installation and to avoid the

tedious measurement procedure of the sensor location, an

optical CMM sensor C-track 780 from Creaform Inc. (QC,

Canada) is adopted to detect the relative pose of the 6-RSS

parallel robot.

The classic implicit calibration method proposed in the

study by Wampler et al.18 utilizes the closure relation of the

kinematic chains to form implicit constraint equations

instead of pursuing the analytical solutions of the closure

equations such as the inverse kinematic model. The impli-

cit calibration method emphasizes that the errors are

involved in the kinematic loop equations implicitly, rather

than being explicit outputs of a conventional input–output

formulation.18 By removing the requirement to express

errors explicitly, the formulation allows the analyst to con-

centrate on all sources of error.18 And the implicit calibra-

tion method has been effectively applied to H4

mechanism10 and 6-UPS robot.18 In implicit calibration

method, the absolute posture of the end-effector with

respect to the base frame should be obtained with the

employment of the contactless sensor. In most applications,

the kinematic calibration is known as an optimization prob-

lem with redundant nonlinear constraint equations. The

methods such as classical nonlinear algorithms,9,19 bundle

adjustment approach,20 and interval approach21 are applied

to solve it. The pose vector of end-effector with respect to

the base frame is normally used to construct the objective

function of the optimization problem based on 2-norm of

vector.10,18,22 Several robot posture configurations should

be determined to collect enough information. The princi-

ples for the configuration selection of parallel robot cali-

bration have been given in some literature,23,24 in which the

error parameter Jacobian matrix is utilized to minimize the

influence of measurement noise in all candidate configura-

tions. For the 6-RSS parallel robot, the effect of the posture

selection should be analyzed for relative posture-based

algorithm (RPBA).

Most researchers assume the sensor location is exactly

known in the kinematic calibration experiment.13,21 Hence,

both the absolute and relative postures for the calibration

algorithm can be easily determined. However, to derive the

pose of the base frame of robots with respect to sensor

frame is usually a tedious and time-consuming work due

to the following reasons: (1) the manufacturers usually do

not provide enough nominal dimension information of the

robots and (2) the self-occlusion of the close structure of

parallel robots results in measurement difficulties. If the

sensor location is not known exactly, the existing absolute

posture-based algorithms cannot be used for the kinematic

calibration directly. Ideally, the relative posture informa-

tion, that is, posture variation, can be utilized in the cali-

bration to avoid the tedious measurement of the

relationship between the base frame and the sensor frame.

A relative position-based calibration algorithm12 is carried

out for parallel robots, where a simple measurement system

with three distance gauges and a ball mounted on the
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end-effector is employed to measure the relative position

movement. However, the orientation accuracy cannot be

evaluated. Since the gauges should be re-installed with

strict rules in every candidate configuration, the installation

errors cannot be removed during the calibration.

In this article, we have developed a relative posture-

based calibration algorithm for a 6-RSS parallel robot

built with a kinematic error model using an optical

vision system and several target reflectors attached on

the end-effector of the 6-RSS parallel robot. The

detected feature points of the reflectors can be used to

estimate the relative poses. The obtained relative pos-

tures are then used to construct an objective function,

and the updating algorithm is determined by minimizing

this objective function following the least square norm

principle. Simulation has been carried out to prove the

superiority of relative pose-based calibration method

comparing with the implicit calibration method based

on absolute posture measurement. The experimental

tests show that the following advantages of the proposed

algorithm comparing with the other relative position-

based algorithm:12 both the position and orientation

variations can be utilized and no accurate location infor-

mation for the detection sensor is needed. Both simula-

tion and experimental results demonstrate that the

proposal RPBA using optical CMM is an implementable

and effective method for the parallel robot calibration.

The article is organized as follows. The kinematic error

model and the visual detection system are introduced in the

section “Kinematic robot model and pose estimation.” The

section “Calibration algorithm based on optical CMM”

presents the classic implicit calibration method and the

RPBA based on the optical CMM. In the section

“Simulation case study,” simulation results on optimal

actuator stroke and calibration are presented. Finally,

experimental case studies for the 6-RSS parallel robot kine-

matic calibration are given in the section “Experimental

verification,” and conclusion is drawn in the last section.

Kinematic robot model and pose
estimation

In this section, the kinematic robot error model is built

based on the 6-RSS kinematic analysis. And the optical

CMM system for the robot posture detection is introduced.

Kinematic modeling and error analysis

The literature survey shows that the research on the

actuator-coplanar 6-RSS parallel robot kinematic modeling

is very rare. In this research, the kinematic model of the

parallel robot is built based on the geometrical analysis.

Figure 1 shows the 6-RSS parallel robot with six coplanar

rotary actuators. There is only one actuator in each parallel

robot chain, and the kinematic model can be described by

six equations given as follows

lAiTi
¼ jjTiðqi; lTiBi

;BiÞ � Aiðbwe;A
0
iÞjj2 ði ¼ 1; :::; 6Þ

ð1Þ

where Ai is the coordinate of the ith end-effector terminal

expressed in base frame Sb and can be determined by end-

effector posture bwe with respect to the base frame and its

end-effector frame Se coordinate A0i, Ti is the coordinate of

the ith spiral arm terminal with respect to Sb and is deter-

mined by actuators’ outputs angle qi, Bi is the coordinate of

the ith base terminal in Sb frame, and lAiTi
and lTiBi

are

constant lengths of two arms in the ith chain, respectively.

Since the pose (posture) of a certain frame with respect to

another frame w ¼ ½x; y; z;b; g;a�T , where ðx; y; zÞ repre-

sent the position of the frame origin and ðb; g;aÞ represents

the Euler angle rotation of the frame, can be uniquely rep-

resented by the transformation matrix M . In this article, for

an arbitrary w, we have a corresponding symbol M repre-

senting its transformation matrix, vice versa. The solved

inverse and forward kinematics of the 6-RSS parallel robot

can be found in our previous work.25

For a complete error modeling of 6-UPS robots, 132

geometric error parameters are identified by Masory

et al.9 The geometric parameters can be reduced to 42

assuming that a good manufacturing quality is applied to

the joints. The reduced error model is introduced in Wang’s

result,26 which shows that the position accuracy of Stewart

platform is insensitive to the joint errors. The reduced kine-

matic error model is considered in this article. Notice that

the joint values qi are measured by built-in potentiometers

in the 6-RSS parallel robot. The linear relationship

qi ¼ hiki þ Dqi ði ¼ 1; :::; 6Þ ð2Þ

between the angle offset Dqi, sensor outputs ki, and angle

conversion coefficients hi can be used to compute qi.
27 Based

on the kinematic analysis, the considered parameters include

initial terminal coordinate errors DA0i ¼ ½Dx0ai;Dy0ai;Dz0ai�
T

,

DBi ¼ ½Dxbi;Dybi;Dzbi�T ; length errors DlAiTi
, DlTiBi

; angle

Figure 1. Structure of the 6-RSS parallel robot.
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conversion coefficients hi; and angle offset Dqi, where

i ¼ 1; 2; :::; 6. Figure 2 shows the kinematic structure of the

ith chain for the parallel robot with errors marked. Hence, 60

unknown parameters are considered in the kinematic model.

And those parameters are denoted as the column vector

bk ¼ ½Dx0a1;Dy0a1;Dz0a1; . . . ;Dx0a6;Dy0a6;Dz0a6;

Dxb1;Dyb1;Dzb1; . . . ;Dxb6;Dyb6;Dzb6;

DlA1T1
; . . . ; vlA6T6

;DlT1B1
; . . . ;DlT6B6

;

h1; . . . ; h6;Dq1; . . . ;Dq6� ¼ ½b1; b2; :::b60�T :

The kinematic error model is then given as follows

lAiTi
þ DlAiTi

¼ k Tiðhiki þ Dqi; lTiBi
þ DlTiBi

;Bi þ DBiÞ
�Aiðbwe;A

0
i þ DA0iÞk2 ði ¼ 1; :::; 6Þ

ð3Þ

Pose estimation using optical CMM

The kinematic calibration can be converted to an optimiza-

tion problem with redundant nonlinear constraint equa-

tions. As shown in Figure 3, a dual-camera optical CMM

C-track 780 is employed to estimate the pose of end-

effector as redundant data for the optimization problem in

this research. The pose estimation principle of binocular

vision is presented in this subsection. n reflectors (n > 3)

placed on the robot are chosen as feature points to form

the target frame St. Given a group of noncollinear

feature points pi ði ¼ 1; 2; :::; nÞ, whose homogeneous

coordinates values in the sensor frame are denoted by
CPi ¼ ½xpi; ypi; zpi; 1�T , the relative posture cwt between the

target frame and the sensor frame SC can be estimated. The

projection coordinates of CPi on the image frame of each

camera can be written as I Pij ¼ ðuij; vij; 1Þ, i ¼ 1 � � � n, and

j ¼ 1; 2, where j is the number of dual cameras. I Wj is the

projection matrix of each camera. The perspective projec-

tion can be given as follows28

I Pij ¼ I Wj
CPi ;

I Wj ¼ Bj
I MCj ð4Þ

where Bj is the camera matrix, including the intrinsic para-

meters of the jth camera; I MCj is the homogeneous trans-

formation matrix from the sensor frame SC to the jth image

frame; and Bj and I MCj can be derived through calibration

of the optical sensor. Due to the lens distortion, calibration

errors, and other uncertainties, the CPi derived from each

camera is different. The triangulation is the main way to

balance the difference in the results.29 In order to ensure a

matching pair of points, I Pi1 and I Pi2, meet in space, the

following constraint should be satisfied

I PT
i1 GI Pi2 ¼ 0; ð5Þ

where G is the fundamental matrix that can be computed

when dual camera projection matrices, I M1 and I M2, are

given. Due to the uncertainty of image processing, equation

ð5Þ may not be satisfied accurately. According to the opti-

mal correction principle of Kanatani et al.,30 the objective

function is

min
CPi1

T GCPi2¼0
d CPi1;

CP̂i1

� �
þ d CPi2;

CP̂i2

� �
Þ

�
ð6Þ

where minð�Þ represents the minimization function subject

to the constraint CP̂i1
T GCP̂i2 ¼ 0, dð�; �Þ denotes Eucli-

dean distance, and CP̂i1 and CP̂i2 are the estimated points

of CPi1 and CPi2, respectively. As a result, CP̂i1 and CP̂i2

can be derived. Then, by equation (4), the coordinate of the

ith feature point in sensor frame, CPi, can be obtained.

After the position information of all the feature points on

the end-effector is prepared, the pose estimation of the end-

effector can be developed. Suppose n feature points on the

rigid end-effector are fixed and known from the definition

of the tool frame St, whose homogeneous coordinates are

denoted as tPi¼ ðtxi;
tyi;

tzi ; 1Þ. It is assumed the current

pose of St in the sensor frame SC is denoted as twc. Corre-

spondingly, the transformation equation of the ith feature

point can be written as

CPi ¼ CMt
tPi ð7Þ

where CMt is the homogeneous transformation matrix from

St to SC. In order to derive CMt, at least three noncollinear

Figure 2. Error parameters considered in the model.

Figure 3. The calibration system of 6-RSS parallel robot.
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feature points are required.31 However, as indicated in the

study by Yuan,32 at least four coplanar feature points are

necessary for a unique solution, while additional noncopla-

nar feature points can be used to improve the estimation

accuracy with measurement noise. Using the proprietary

software VXelements provided by Creaform, the target

frame can be defined based on the selected reflectors on

the surface of the end-effector. The positional and rota-

tional information of the target frame with respect to sensor

frame can be acquired, recorded, or displayed simultane-

ously. Therefore, the computation to obtain the pose of the

target frame is carried out by VXelements.

Calibration algorithm based on
optical CMM

In this section, we start with the classical implicit calibra-

tion method based on optical CMM for parallel robots.

Since optical CMM device is involved, external para-

meters that describe the relationships between base frame

and device frame, end-effector frame and target frame

should be considered during the implementation of this

method. The kinematic parameter bk can be seen as the

internal parameters. Then we propose a RPBA for parallel

robot calibration based on optical devices. It can be seen

that less external parameters are needed in RPBA. Then

the constraints for candidate configurations selection are

determined. Finally, the identifiability and observability

analysis of the calibration is given for both calibration

methods.

Implicit calibration based on optical CMM

The implicit kinematic model that depicts the closed struc-

ture of parallel robots is commonly employed in parallel

robots kinematic calibration, since it can avoid solving

inverse kinematics and forward kinematics.18 The choice

of implicit kinematic model can be various. Normally, it

should be equations that reflect the relationships between

joint values, kinematic parameters, and the pose of end-

effector. For the 6-RSS parallel robot, the constraint equa-

tions FI of implicit kinematic model for calibration can be

derived from equation (3)

FIiðbk ;ki;
bMeÞ ¼ k Tiðhiki þ Dqi; lTiBi

þ DlTiBi
;Bi þ DBiÞ

� AiðbMe;A
0
i þ DA0iÞk2 � ðlAiTi

þ DlAiTi
Þ

¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; :::; 6Þ
ð8Þ

where FIi is the ith element of FI . Then the kinematic

calibration can be derived by solving an optimization prob-

lem with the measurement of joint values kl
i and postures

bwl
e at the lth candidate configuration, and the total number

m of candidate configurations should satisfy 6m > 60. The

cost functions for calibration can be written as follows

min
bk

Xm

l¼1

X6

i¼1

k FIi bk ; kl
i;

bMl
e

� �
k 2

2 ði ¼ 1; :::; 6Þ ð9Þ

However, due to the employment of an external optical

device, bwe cannot be achieved directly, since one shall take

the pose of the sensor frame bwc with respect to the base

frame of the parallel robot and the pose of the target frame
ewt with respect to the end-effector frame into account. The

homogeneous transformation matrices corresponding to bwc

and ewt is bMc and eMt, respectively. Then bMl
e can be

derived from the following equation10

bMl
e ¼ bMc

cMl
t

tMe ð10Þ

where cMl
t represents the measurement of target frame pose

related to the camera frame at the l th calibration config-

uration and tMe ¼ eM�1
t .

The 12 parameters representing bwc ¼ ½bxc;
byc;

bzc;
bbc;

bgc;
bac�T and twe ¼ ½txe;

tye;
tze;

tbe;
tge;

tae�T can be viewed

as the external parameters for the implicit calibration of

parallel robots based on the optical CMM sensor, written

as a column vector bIe ¼ ½bxc;
byc;

bzc;
bbc;

bgc;
bac;

txe;
tye;

tze;
tbe;

tge;
tae�T . Then substituting equation (10) into

equation (9), the cost function becomes

min
bk ;bIe

Xm

l¼1

X6

i¼1

k FIiðbk ; bIe;kl
i;

cMl
t Þ k 2

2 ð11Þ

Then the updating formula for bI ¼ ½bk ; bIe� is given as

follows

btþ1
I ¼ ðJT

I JIÞ�1
JT

I F
t
I þ bt

I ð12Þ

where bt
I , F

t
I is the value of bI , FI in the t th iteration,

respectively and JI is the Jacobian matrix of FI about bI

as given in the following equation

JI ¼

qF1
I

bI 1

qF1
I

bI 2

� � � qF1
I

bI 72

qF2
I

qbI 1

qF2
I

qbI 2

� � � qF2
I

qbI 72

..

. ..
.

� � � ..
.

qFm
I

qbI 1

qFm
I

qbI 2

� � � qFm
I

qbI 72

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

ð13Þ

In some researches,33,34 the vector bIe is derived from

hand-eye calibration and calibrated independently, assum-

ing the calibration of kinematic parameters is well carried

out. But in our case, the bIe appears in every constraint

equation, the calibration of bk and bIe should be calculated

simultaneously.

To achieve the better results in solving the nonlinear

optimization problem, accurate initial guesses of bk and

bIe are needed. For bk , the nominal values provided by

Li et al. 5



manufacturer of parallel robots can be used as the initial

guess. However, the initial guess of be should be measured

manually. Taking the advantages of optical CMM sensor,

the twe can be observed and computed easily. However, due

to the lack of a well-defined and mechanically accessible

base frame for the parallel robots, the process of deriving

the transformation matrix from the optical sensor frame to

the base frame can be expensive and time-consuming. If the
cwb can only be roughly measured, this may lead to

unhealthy results of bk from the nonlinear optimization.

RPBA based on optical CMM

Here we propose RPBA in which the posture variation of

parallel robot end-effector can be used to eliminate the

influence of external parameters. The transformation

matrix Ml expressing the relative pose between the lth

end-effector configuration cwl
t and an arbitrarily initial pose

cw0
t obtained from optical sensor can be derived as follows

Ml ¼ cM 0�1
t

cMl
t ð14Þ

The forward kinematic of the 6-RSS parallel robot can

be represented by g : W ! SEð3Þ; q ¼ f ðbMeÞ, W is the

actuator parameter space. Then the transformation matrix

of initial posture bM 0
e and the lth configuration bMl

e is

determined as bM 0
e ¼ f ðq0Þ and bMl

e ¼ f ðqlÞ, respectively,

if the forward function of f exists in the posture bw0
e and bwl

e.

The transformation matrix Ml of the relative pose can also

be obtained by

Ml ¼ ðcMb
bM

0
e eMtÞ

�1 cMb
bMl

e
eMt ¼ eM�1

t
bM 0�1

e
bMl

e
eMt

ð15Þ

If we define the bijective mapping from homogeneous

transformation matrix to the posture as w ¼ LðMÞ, combin-

ing equations (14) and (15), the constraint function FR for

calibration can be derived as the following equations

FRðbk ; bRe;k0;kl;cM 0
t ;

cMl
t Þ ¼ LðcM 0�1

t
cMl

t Þ
� LðeM�1

t
bM 0�1

e
bMl

e
eMtÞ ¼ LðcM 0�1

t
cMl

t Þ
� LðeM�1

t f ðk0; bkÞ�1
f ðkl;bkÞ eMtÞ ¼ 0

ð16Þ

where FRðbk ; bRe;k0;kl;cM 0
t ;

cMl
t Þ is a 6� 1 vector, k0 ¼

½k0
1;k

0
2; . . . ;k0

6�
T ;kl ¼ ½kl

1;k
l
2; . . . ;kl

6�
T

can be obtained

from potentiometers, and cM 0
t ;

cMl
t are measured by the

optical sensor. The external parameters for the relative

calibration method bRe ¼ ½txe;
tye;

tze;
tbe;

tge;
tae�T are just

about the six parameters from ewt. Based on the classical

nonlinear least square method and the forward kinematic,

an objective function for the kinematic calibration is

defined as follows

min
bR

Xm

l¼1

k FRðbR;k0;kl;cM 0
t ;

cMl
t Þ k 2

2 ð17Þ

where bR ¼ ½bk ; bRe�. Then the updating formula for b is

given as follows

btþ1
R ¼ ðJT

R JRÞ�1
JT

R Ft
R þ bt

R ð18Þ

where bt
R is the value of bR in the tth iteration and JR is the

Jacobian matrix of FR about bR as given in the following

equation

JR ¼

qF1
R

qbR1

qF1
R

qbR2

� � � qF1
R

qbR66

qF2
R

qbR1

qF2
R

qbR2

� � � qF2
R

qbR66

..

. ..
.

� � � ..
.

qFm
R

qbR1

qFm
R

qbR2

� � � qFm
R

qbR66

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

ð19Þ

As we can see from equation (17), the parameters rep-

resenting cMb which lie in bI e are omitted in the relative

calibration method and only the parameters involved in eMt

which can be easily calibrated using optical sensor are

needed in this method.

Constraints determination for robot configuration
selection

The robot configurations used in the kinematic calibration, or

named as candidate configurations, will affect the performance

of calibration results.24 In this section, we first introduce the

constraints for the robot configurations selection based on kine-

matic analysis results on workspace and singularity.25 Accord-

ing to the updating formula (12), two constraints for the

candidate configuration selection are listed as follows:

1. They should be selected in a workspace where any

robot configuration corresponds to unique actuator

outputs.

2. The kinematic mapping f is totally singularity-free

so that all elements in JT exist.

The first constraint, known as homomorphism con-

straint,35 ensures that the forward and the inverse kinematic

calculation will converge to the right value during the cali-

bration. Based on the implicit function theorem, the exis-

tence of all elements in JT requires for the singularity-free

of inverse kinematic mapping. As the Euler angles are

limited in ½�p;p�, the mapping h is a homomorphism

which ensures that the forward and the inverse kinematic

mapping have the same kind of geometric characteristic.

Then for the second constraint, we require a singularity-

free f . The singularity analysis is normally based on the

Jacobian matrix of the kinematic mapping.36 As shown in

Figure 1, when the velocity projection of Ai and Ti on AiTi

equals each other, we have the following equation

sT
i � _qi � lTiBi

� swi ¼ sT
i � ðvo0 þ oo0 � AiÞ ð20Þ
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where i¼ 1, . . . ,6, si is the velocity unit vector for AiTi, swi

is the velocity unit vector for terminal Ti, and vo0 and oo0 are

the translational velocity vector and angular velocity vector

of Se with respect to the base frame, respectively. Then

equation (20) can be represented by the following equation

J1
_q ¼ J2

vo0

oo0

� �
ð21Þ

where

J1 ¼ diagðsT
1 sw1lT1B1

; sT
2 sw2lT2B2

; :::; sT
6 sw6lT6B6

Þ

J2 ¼
sT

1 ðA1 � s1ÞT

..

. ..
.

sT
6 ðA6 � s6ÞT

2
664

3
775

As shown in the study by Park and Kim,36 if

detðJ1Þ ¼ 0, type I singularity occurs and the 6-RSS par-

allel robot meets its boundary of available workspace. If all

the diagonal elements of J1 hold their signs in a workspace,

the parallel robot stays in a type I singularity-free range.

The robot type II singularity of 6-RSS parallel robot occurs

when detðJ2Þ ¼ 0. To avoid the perturbation from the

degenerated singularity surface, the Cauchy index r of

J2 can be used to identify the type II singularity.35 For any

two nearby points p1; p2 2 M :

1. If jrJ2
p1
�rJ2

p2
j ¼ 0, line p1p2 stays in a type II

singularity-free domain.

2. If jrJ2
p1
�rJ2

p2
j ¼ 2, line p1p2 crosses a nondegene-

rate type II singularity surface.

3. If jrJ2
p1
�rJ2

p2
j > 2 and min

p1p2

detðJ2Þ ¼ 0, line p1p2

crosses a degenerated type- II singularity surface.

Singularity-free is not a sufficient condition for the

uniqueness of forward kinematic solution in parallel

robots.37 The second constraint requires for a workspace

in which f is a bijective mapping. The conclusion in our

previous study35 is directly used: kinematic mapping f is a

homeomorphism if the following equation holds:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1

s2
i

2

n

s
� C �

�����
Yn

i¼1

li

����� ð22Þ

where si and li are the ith singular value and the eigenvalue

of Ja ¼ J�1
2 J1, respectively and C � 1 is a bounded real

number.

Identifiability and observability index

Since external parameters are involved in both implicit

calibration and relative calibration, we first need to check

the identifiability of external parameters and kinematic

parameters to see if there is linear dependency between

those parameters. According to equations (13) and (19),

if any parameter did not lie in the kernel of the regressor

JI and JR, the parameter to be calibrated cannot be updated

in each iteration, which means the parameter is non-

identifiable. Therefore, the full rank of JI and JR should

be guaranteed.

In addition to checking the identifiability of kinematic

and external parameters, the observability should also be

considered to minimize the estimation errors by selecting

an optimal set of calibration candidate configurations. In

this research, the observability index proposed in the study

by Borm and Meng,38 which emphasizes the volume of a

hyper-ellipsoid whose directions are represented by the

singular values denoted by s1 � s2 � � � � � sw, is chosen

as the criteria in this research. The index O can be

expressed as (take JI case for instance)

O ¼
w ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

s1s2 � � � sw

p ffiffiffiffi
m
p ¼

w

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

JT
I JI

pr 	
ffiffiffiffi
m
p ð23Þ

where m is the number of calibration candidate configura-

tions and w is the number of error parameters.

Simulation case study

In this section, simulations are based on the geometry of

6-RSS parallel robot depicted in Figure 1 and the setup is

shown in Figure 3. We firstly determine the proper actuator

strokes for RPBA. And the optimal set of candidate

configurations is determined for both implicit and relative

calibration method. Then the calibration simulation com-

parison of two calibration methods is implemented to show

the superiority of RPBA.

The actuator stroke for calibration posture
determination

Compared with the end-effector postures, it is more con-

venient to describe the robot configuration by the actuator

joints value. Hence, the results in this subsection are all

determined in the actuator parameter space. Besides, the

kinematic calculation is based on ideal kinematic model.

Two kinds of parallel robot configurations should

be detected for the kinematic calibration: the initial config-

uration and the candidate configurations. The optimal ini-

tial actuator angles should be ½�60	;�60	 ; 180	 ; 180	;
60	; 60	� regarding to our previous work.25 For the selec-

tion of candidate postures, we try to determine the maxi-

mum singularity-free actuator stroke in which the

kinematic equation f is a homomorphism mapping. Con-

sidering the symmetric structure of the 6-RSS parallel

robot, the optimization problem can be simplified into a

single-objective planning: finding the maximum of actua-

tor strokes under constraint conditions introduced in the

last section. The used constraint conditions and parameters

are listed as follows:25
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1. initial angles ½�60	;�60	; 180	; 180	; 60	; 60	�;
2. singularity I-free condition sgnðJ1Þ ¼ ½þ;�;þ;
�;þ;��;

3. singularity II-free condition DJ2 ¼ 0 and

detðJ2Þ 6¼ 0; and

4. homomorphism condition equation (22).

The optimization procedure is shown in Figure 4.

Assuming the initial angle is at the zero degree axis of the

polar coordinate, we try to determine the upper and lower

bounds of the actuator stroke. In the first 40th step, the two

bounds are modified together. After the 40th step, the two

bounds are modified separately. Finally, the robot config-

urations should be selected in the actuator stroke

ð�57:1	; 57:1	Þ. We verify the homomorphism constraint

in the boundaries of the determined actuator stroke to

ensure the uniqueness of inverse and forward kinematic

solution. The searching trajectory starts from initial angles

and is determined by link terminal points of the actuator

strokes. Because the trajectory is selected from the

boundary of the maximum singularity-free domain, as

shown in Figure 5, the value of detðJaÞ is almost zero in

every point of the trajectory. From equation (22), as the

value of C is bounded, the kinematic function f is a bijec-

tive (homomorphism) mapping in the determined actuator

stroke.

Optimal set of calibration configurations
selection simulation

In this subsection, we check the identifiability and the

observability of the kinematic parameters for both implicit

calibration and relative calibration. According to the sec-

tion “Identifiability and observability index,” the identifia-

bility of bI and bR in both calibration methods is dependent

on the Jacobian matrix jI and jR which are calculated

numerically (take the relative method case for instance) as

JR ¼

F1
RðbR1 þ eÞ � F1

R

e
F1

RðbR2 þ eÞ � F1
R

e
� � � F1

RðbR66 þ eÞ � F1
R

e

F2
RðbR1 þ eÞ � F2

R

e
F2

RðbR2 þ eÞ � F2
R

e
� � � F2

RðbR66 þ eÞ � F2
R

e

..

. ..
.

� � � ..
.

Fm
R ðbR1 þ eÞ � Fm

R

e
Fm

R ðbR2 þ eÞ � Fm
R

e
� � � Fm

R ðbR66 þ eÞ � Fm
R

e

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

ð24Þ

where e¼ 10�6 is the small variation added to each kine-

matic parameter. For both methods, the JI and JR are of full

rank which means all the internal and external kinematic

parameters are identifiable.

The searching method of the optimal set of calibration

configurations proposed by Nubiola et al. is used in this

article to maximize the index O.39 For both calibration meth-

ods, the numerical algorithm starts with a candidate set of 13

random configurations selected from the determined actua-

tor stroke in the previous subsection. At each iteration, one

configuration chosen from 5000 random configurations in

the proper actuator stroke is added to the candidate group. If

the index increases, we keep this configuration in the candi-

date group and remove any configuration which decreases

the index of the set of configurations remaining, otherwise

we remove this configuration and go to the next iteration.

Figure 4. The determination of proper actuator stroke.

Figure 5. Bijective verification through the boundaries.
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For implicit calibration method, the algorithm is satu-

rated after 618 iterations with the resultant index 0.0031

which cannot be improved. And for relative calibration

method, the maximum index goes to 0.0322 with 572 itera-

tions. The optimal sets for implicit and relative method

contain 34 and 22 configurations, respectively.

Calibration simulation

In this subsection, the simulation is carried out on the

case study of the posture variation of a 6-RSS parallel

robot detected by the optical CMM system. The detec-

tion noise in the simulation is determined based on the

experimental analysis.

As introduced in the previous section, the reflectors

attached on the end-effector can be used as the feature

points for the posture cwt estimation. And the capturing noise

of cwt and joint angle measurements should be considered

in the simulations. With a 10,000 times detection for the

robot initial configuration, the error distribution of the fea-

ture points is obtained. Based on the results of noise analysis,

the detection noise satisfies a two-dimensional normal dis-

tribution with standard deviations as shown in Table 1.

In the calibration simulation, we randomly generated a

group of parameter errors bn
I , note that bn

R is a subset of bn
I ,

complying with normal distribution. The standard devia-

tions � given in Table 2 are roughly chosen such that a +3�
error would lie in a +20% of the nominal parameters.

In the simulation, the procedure of implementing the

implicit calibration method is given as follows:

1. Load the initial parameters b0
I .

2. Generate a group of parameter errors with normal

distributions of certain standard deviations as

mentioned. By adding the errors to the initial

parameters, we can obtain the real kinematic

parameters bn
I .

3. Load the optimal set of 34 configurations derived

from previous subsection for the implicit calibration

method. Through equation (2), we convert the opti-

mal set expression in the actuator domain into joint

readings. Then we derive the joint measurement

klðl ¼ 1; :::; 34Þ by adding the detection noise to

the joint readings.

4. The measurements of the poses cwl
t are derived from

the forward kinematics and equation (10), employ-

ing the real kinematic parameters bn
I . Also the

detection noise should be added to the pose values.

5. The updating formula equation (11) is used to deter-

mine the optimal error parameters bI by minimizing

equation (12).

After 11 iterations, the calibrated error parameters bc
I are

found. The results with the norm of 72 error parameters and

FI are shown in Table 3.

For the RPBA simulation, the procedure is similar to

that of the implicit calibration as follows:

1. Load the initial parameters b0
R.

2. Extract the subset bn
R from bn

I .

3. Load the optimal set of 22 configurations derived

and derive the joint measurement klðl ¼ 1; :::; 22Þ.
4. The measurements of the relative poses Ml are derived

from the forward kinematics and equation (15),

employing the real kinematic parameters bn
R. Also the

detection noise should be added to the pose values.

5. The updating formula equation (17) is used to deter-

mine the optimal error parameters bR by minimiz-

ing equation (18).

After four iterations, the calibrated error parameters bc
R

are found. The results with the norm of 66 error parameters

and FR are shown in Table 4.

Since the external parameters in bw
c representing the

relationship between the sensor frame and the base frame

are omitted in relative calibration method, we compare the

two calibration methods using the criteria of relative accu-

racy10 which has widespread applications in industry field.

The simulation procedure is given as follows:

1. Without loss of generality, a trajectory with 100 ran-

dom relative configurations Ml
nðl ¼ 1; 2 � � � 100Þ

with respect to the initial configuration is generated.

2. Load the initial parameters bu
I , the calibrated para-

meters bc
I and bc

R are derived from the two calibra-

tion method.

Table 1. The standard deviations of the noise distribution.

Standard deviation

Joint angle measurement (k) 0.2233 bit
Pose measurement (x; y; z) 0.0096 mm
Pose measurement (b; g;a) 0.0261	

Table 2. The standard deviations of the parameter errors
distribution.

Standard deviation

½bI1; bI2; . . . ; bI48� 1 mm
½bI49; bI50; . . . ; bI54� 0.00005 rad/bit
½bI55; bI56; . . . ; bI60� 0.05 rad
½bI61; bI62; bI63�; ½bI67; bI68; bI69� 0.5 mm
½bI64; bI65; bI66�; ½bI70; bI71; bI72� 0.017 rad

Table 3. The error norms between nominal and calibrated
values—normal for implicit calibration method.

Before calibration After calibration

jjbc
I � bn

I jj2 3.273 0.8197P34
l¼1jjFc

I � Fn
I jj2 0.00109929 2.94235e�05
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3. Derive the trajectory expression in actuator domain

ql
u, ql

I , and ql
R through the inverse kinematics and

equation (15), employing bu
I , bc

I , and bc
R, respectively.

4. Input the deriving ql
u, ql

I , and ql
R into the real model

of the robot separately, which employs the real

parameters bn
I . Then we got three trajectories Ml

u,

Ml
I , and Ml

R, respectively.

Converting Ml
n, Ml

u, Ml
I , and Ml

R into SEð3Þ space, we

obtain wl
n (the nominal relative poses), wl

u (the relative poses

deriving from uncalibrated parameters), wl
I (the relative

poses deriving from implicit calibration result), and wl
R (the

relative poses deriving from RPBA result), respectively.

Then the pose errors wl
u;e, wl

I ;e, and wl
R;e can be derived from

wl
u � wl

n, wl
I � wl

n, and wl
R � wl

n respectively.

The results are shown in Figure 6 and Table 5. The

results show that the RPBA can improve the relative accu-

racy of the parallel robot in both translational and angular

Table 4. The error norms between nominal and calibrated
values—normal for RPBA.

Before calibration After calibration

jjbc
R � bn

Rjj2 3.1630 0.6616P22
l¼1jjFc

R � Fn
Rjj2 0.00542206 2.38881e–05

RPBA: relative posture-based algorithm

Figure 6. The simulation results of relative pose errors derived from implicit calibration, relative calibration, and uncalibration: (a)
along x direction, (b) along y direction, (c) along z direction, (d) around a-axis, (e) around b-axis, (f) around g-axis.
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portions compared with the implicit calibration method.

The implicit calibration results lead to a considerable

improvement on the angular portion of the relative accu-

racy, but only slight improvement is gained in terms of the

translational accuracy. The reason is that there are six more

external parameters used in the implicit method. However,

the relative accuracy is largely dependent on the internal

parameters. The RPBA can improve the relative accuracy

significantly in all directions of the relative pose along the

given trajectory. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that

considering the relative accuracy, the parallel robot can

fulfill more accurate positioning tasks based on the pro-

posed RPBA than those based on the implicit method.

Experimental verification

The experiment is supported by QUARC 2.1 platform

(Quanser Inc., ON, Canada) which connects to the KEB-

COMBIVERT motor servo through the interface card Sen-

sory 626. The 6-RSS parallel robot is provided by Servo &

Simulations Inc. (FL, USA) and two Quanser cards are used

to communicate with six individual servers that deal with the

dynamic control of actuators. One computer communicated

with the optical CMM sensor C-Track 780 is in charge of

image processing, and other computer deals with the control

of the parallel robot. Serial port is used to transfer data

between two computers. The experimental setup is shown

in Figure 7.

As we can see, the base frame of the parallel robot is

mechanical unaccessible and unobservable for the optical

sensor. Since the manufacturer does not provide accurate

geometric information, it is nontrivial and time-consuming

to obtain a good initial guess of cwb. Thanks to the optical

CMM, it allows us to derive the initial parameter of cwt

easily. Therefore, the RPBA is considered in this calibra-

tion experiment.

As shown in Figure 8, the reflectors are attached on the

well-machined surface of the moving platform. Se is

designed on the symmetric center of the moving platform.

At least three noncollinear points on each plane of plane A,

plane B, and plane C are employed to build up equations of

planes based on Cramer’s rule. Then the intersection lines

and points of three planes can be used to define the x

direction of Se, and the y direction is aligned with the norm

of plane A. The original point of Se is derived from the

intersection point of l1 and l2. Then the derived Se in the

optical CMM sensor frame is directly used as the target

frame. Therefore, the initial parameter of cwt should be

½0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0�T .

For the relative calibration, the optimal set of 22 config-

urations derived from the previous section is selected as

candidate configurations. And the actuator values are set

as ½�60	;�60	; 180	 ; 180	; 60	 ; 60	� for the initial config-

uration. At each configuration, the robot stops for 2 s and the

sampling frequency of the potentiometer and C-track is 500

Hz and 29 Hz, respectively. The low-pass filters are used to

Table 5. The RMS of the relative pose errors in simulation.

wlu;e wlI;e (mm) wlR;e (mm)

x (mm) 3.4 3.1 0.053
y (mm) 3.8 4.9 0.039
z (mm) 4.5 4.2 0.018
g (rad) 0.0033 0.0012 9.7 e�5
b (rad) 0.0060 7.9 e�4 1.6 e�4
a (rad) 0.0037 rad 9.6 e�4 6.7 e�5

RMS: root mean square.

Figure 7. Experimental setup system.

Figure 8. Measurement of cwt .
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remove the noise of the sensors, and the mean values are

used for each configuration. Then the deriving cwl
t and

klðl ¼ 0; 1 � � � 22Þ are utilized in the objective function

equation (17). Equation (18) is employed as the updating

formula. After five steps iterations, the calibrated kinematic

parameters are obtained. The objective function starts from

0.00155347 and converges to 7.07731e�05.

To verify the calibration results, a trajectory with 100

random relative configurations wl
nðl ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 100Þ with

respect to its starting configuration inside the workspace of

the parallel robot is chosen. And two trajectories are gen-

erated by the robot using uncalibrated and calibrated kine-

matic model, respectively. Also the mean values of the

sensor reading are utilized in the experimental test. Using

equation (15), the relative pose wl
c based on the calibrated

kinematic model and wl
u based on the uncalibrated model

can be derived. The pose errors after calibration wl
c;e should

be wl
c � wl

n and the pose errors before calibration wl
u;e can be

derived from wl
u � wl

n. Those errors show how accurately

the parallel robot can follow a given trajectory with respect

to its starting point, which is also known as the relative

accuracy of robots. The results are given in Figure 9 and

Table 6. As we can see from the test results, the relative

calibration can effectively improve the relative accuracy of

the parallel robot on both translational and angular posi-

tioning. And this method is free from the tedious measure-

ment of the relationship between the base frame and the

sensor frame. It is concluded that the RPBA is an

Figure 9. The experiment result of relative pose errors derived from calibrated model and uncalibrated model: (a) along the x
direction; (b) along the y direction; (c) along the z direction; (d) around a-axis; (e) around b-axis; (f) around g-axis.
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implementable and effective method for the parallel robot

calibration.

Conclusion

In this article, a relative posture-based kinematic calibra-

tion method is proposed for a 6-RSS parallel robot using

the optical CMM system. The developed calibration algo-

rithm can improve the positioning performance with

respect to its initial configuration. In this algorithm, the

base frame pose with respect to the sensor frame is not

needed, which leads to an effective relative calibration

method for the parallel robot. Since the forward kinematic

model is used in the relative pose-based calibration, the

optimal actuator strokes of the parallel robot are derived

to ensure the homeomorphism mapping of the forward

kinematic model. The simulation results show the relative

pose-based calibration algorithm successfully improves the

relative accuracy of the parallel robot. The comparison

with the implicit calibration demonstrates that the RPBA

can deliver a more satisfactory relative accuracy. The

experimental tests on an arbitrary trajectory with 100 con-

figurations further show that the proposed RPBA has

improved the relative accuracy of the selected trajectories

in 3-D space effectively. The developed calibration algo-

rithm can be applied to other types of parallel and serial

robots. And the calibration results would be used in a 6-

RSS parallel robot visual servoing system in the future.
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